
  
 
 
 

 
 
West Texas Intermediate (WTI is a grade of crude oil used as a benchmark in oil pricing. It is 
the underlying commodity of New York Mercantile Exchange's oil futures contracts. 
Still, in 2013, under US law there was no real provision to export US Crude oil, and therefore 
WTI was seen by most traders to reflect only the US market.  Brent Crude oil was seen as 
the international benchmark used to price upwards of 65% of crude oil  and was therefore 
much more reactive generally to world news and supply and demand. Many traders actively 
trade the WTI-Brent Spread as a reflection of this 
 
The previous year (2012) had started with concerns that shortages of oil could have resulted 
if Iran closed the Strait of Hormuz, through which one-fifth of exported oil travels, as a 

result of sanctions due to the country's nuclear policies. The price of oil stayed near $100 in 
early 2012, because of concerns over supplies, and the European debt situation. However, 
by May WTI had reached its the lowest price of the year, after voters in France and Greece 
ousted government officials who would cut spending to solve the debt crisis. With U.S. oil 
supplies the highest since 1990, WTI continued falling to its lowest price since October 2011 
by June. European bailout efforts continued included lending money to banks, decreasing 
likelihood of failures. By late summer, refinery problems, a pipeline leak, fears about Iran, 
the crisis in Syria, North Sea problems, and Tropical Storm Ernesto all contributed to a 20 
percent jump in oil prices in six weeks.  Crude oil futures fell after Barack Obama was re-
elected November 6, but towards the end of the year lower U.S. oil inventories, good 
economic news in the United States and good news relating to the Greek bailout helped 
push Brent crude back up to $111 

What to look for: 

US Shale oil production continues to accelerate with US crude oil production over 7 mbl/day 
by end 2012. Demand, particulary in the US, is expected to keep pace with this, but keep an 

eye on stocks and demand forecasts.  

Continuing issues with the global economy could lead to demand not being at as robust 

globally as first thought. Conversely continuing problems in Syria, Libya and sanctions 
against Iran, the second largest OPEC member could help maintain the bullish tone.   

Try to review each news headline and consider how it should fundamentally effect supply 
and demand and therefore perhaps the reality of price movements you are seeing. 

You can now trade both WTI and Brent, and should therefore take stock of news events in 
terms of how you think they will effect both grades either together and individually. Keep at 

close eye on what is happening to the WTI/Brent spread at any particular point. 



 You can now trade four distinct contracts in both WTI and Brent and therefore have a 
forward curve for both. Try to think how news headlines and market movement may effect 
this forward curve, are the fundamentals likely to effect one part of the curve more than 

another ?. How can you adapt your trading strategy to take advantage of this ? 

 
 



 


